Abstract Suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH) is an effective method to identify different genes with different expression levels involved in a variety of biological processes. This method has often been used to study molecular mechanisms of plants in complex relationships with different pathogens and a variety of biotic stresses. Compared to other techniques used in gene expression profiling, SSH needs relatively smaller amounts of the initial materials, with lower costs, and fewer false positives present within the results. Extraction of total RNA from plant species rich in phenolic compounds, carbohydrates, and polysaccharides that easily bind to nucleic acids through cellular mechanisms is difficult and needs to be considered. Remarkable advancement has been achieved in the next-generation sequencing (NGS) field. As a result of progress within fields related to molecular chemistry and biology as well as specialized engineering, parallelization in the sequencing reaction has exceptionally enhanced the overall read number of generated sequences per run. Currently available sequencing platforms support an earlier unparalleled view directly into complex mixes associated with RNA in addition to DNA samples. NGS technology has demonstrated the ability to sequence DNA with remarkable swiftness, therefore allowing previously unthinkable scientific accomplishments along with novel biological purposes. However, the massive amounts of data generated by NGS impose a substantial challenge with regard to data safe-keeping and analysis. This review examines some simple but vital points involved in preparing the initial material for SSH and introduces this method as well as its associated applications to detect different novel genes from different plant species. This review evaluates general concepts, basic applications, plus the probable results of NGS technology in genomics, with unique mention of feasible potential tools as well as bioinformatics.
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Introduction
Population growth, especially in third world countries, along with food shortages and environmental stresses, has encouraged researchers to investigate the genetic manipulation of plants more than ever. The population of the world is set to reach 8.5 billion by the next decade, so fulfilling food demands from restricted natural resources will be difficult and will likely lead to severe health problems [1] . Improving the quality and quantity of produced crops is essential to meet this rising food demand through plant breeding programs and genetic engineering methods involved in sustainable agricultural systems [2] . The quality and quantity of different organism traits can be improved through the application of developed biotechnology. Furthermore, improved crops that include more proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, micronutrients, and vitamins through biotechnology have become a supportable strategy to overcome food deficiency [3, 4] . The application of genetic engineering at the first generation step addresses the same targets as traditional breeding and other agrochemical discovery attempts. These efforts include enhanced production efficiency, increased environmental preservation, and market focus. Plant breeding programs can be complemented by genetic engineering methods through enhancing the multiplicity of different genes and the germplasm accessible for integration into crops. Genetic engineering is also able to produce new hybrids and varieties in a shorter period of time compared to traditional plant breeding methods [5] .
In the last two decades, the majority of agricultural biotechnologies attempts have been focused on improving crop traits, such as resistance to herbicides, insects and viruses, biofuel production, nutritional quality, and shelf life. A number of different genes are involved in controlling these traits, so it seems that the improvement of crops through genetic manipulation techniques is a complicated process and needs knowledge of the fundamental genetics and molecular biology of the plant species [1] . Identifying different useful genes of different crops is the first and most significant step to develop agricultural technologies including plant breeding, genetically manipulated crops, and pest control. Isolating different tolerant responsive genes to a variety of stresses, such as temperature, drought, salinity, and pathogens, and transferring them into plants that are comparatively less tolerant to these factors has been performed in many studies, but it is not easy to obtain the desired result. This is due to the complex relationships between stress tolerance mechanisms, genetic architecture, and species diversity [1, 6, 7] . Genetically modified plants have been produced increasingly since the 1990s. In this regard, land under transgenic crops has increased from 1.7 Mha in 1996 to160 Mha in 2011 [8] . The major genetically modified crops are rice, wheat, maize, tomato, soybean, squash, alfalfa, canola, cotton, petunia, tobacco, sweet pepper, carnation, and sugarbeet [8] . Several genetic engineering methods have been employed by plant scientists to increase the production of crops by improving biotic and abiotic stress-resistant crops, to develop higher yields for added nutrient value crops and biofuel productivity.
Different Methods to Identify Differentially Expressed Genes
In order to identify differentially expressed genes (target cDNA fragments), several techniques have been used, such as suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH), amplified fragment length polymorphism PCR (AFLP-PCR), differential display (DDRT-PCR or DD-PCR), and microarray and gene expression (MAGE). SSH is a broadly used and powerful technique to separate DNA molecules that differentiate two closely related samples of DNA. The subtraction of cDNA and examining a genomic DNA library are two main SSH applications [9] . Suppression subtractive hybridization is a technique used to identify differentially expressed genes in cells important for growth and differentiation [10] . This method leads to fewer false positives compared to the other techniques used to identify differentially expressed genes [10] [11] [12] .
Next-Generation Sequencing
The development of DNA sequencing technology has a varied and rich background [13] . However, the majority of DNA sequence generation up to now has depended on the Sanger biochemistry [14] .
The Sanger biochemistry, known as the ''original'' sequencing technology, uses specifically labeled nucleotides from a DNA template to read through DNA synthesis. This kind of sequencing technology requires a certain primer to get started to read at a certain position over the DNA template, and to report various labels for every single nucleotide within the sequence. Following a series of complex an innovative developments, the Sanger procedure possesses the capability to read sequences of 1000-1200 bp; even so, this technique still cannot go beyond 2 kbp beyond the specific primer used for sequencing.
To be able to sequence longer DNA fragments, an approach known as shotgun sequencing got its start through Mol Biotechnol (2015) 57:880-903 881 the human genome project (HGP). The approach taken in this project involved processing genomic DNA, usually mechanically or enzymatically, into smaller pieces and then cloning them directly into sequencing vectors where the cloned DNA fragments could be sequenced separately. The full sequence of any lengthy DNA fragment can eventually be created by these approaches simply by alignment along with reassembly regarding sequence segments; this depends on partial sequence overlaps. One of the significant advantages associated with HGP is that shotgun sequencing made sequencing the complete human genome achievable. The main idea associated with the enormous parallel sequencing utilized in NGS is from shotgun sequencing [15] [16] [17] . Next-generation sequencing is known as massively parallel sequencing, since the NGS randomly reads the DNA template across the whole genome. It is completed by simply breaking the whole genome into smaller fragments, and then ligating these tiny pieces of DNA to specified adapters randomly read throughout DNA synthesis called ''sequencing-by-synthesis.'' Improvements in our comprehension of several fundamental organic phenomena related to the plant genome have accelerated drastically in the last decade, resulting from improvements in genomic technologies. Up to now, progress in NGS technology has been more related to the human genome compared to that of plants. Next-generation sequencing has revolutionized the comprehension of many gene family and genomic regions active in the pathogenesis of human diseases [18] . The most common strategy for NGS technology is the use of DNA synthesis or ligation procedures which allow it to read various templates of DNA in a parallel manner [19] . Consequently, NGS is able to read DNA templates in a remarkably parallel manner to build substantial amounts of sequencing information although, as previously mentioned, each DNA template should be relatively short compared to the sequences used in Sanger sequencing, i.e., between 35 and 500 bp.
A number of recent NGS strategies have allowed DNA sequencing on a larger scale. At present, the amount of short-read sequences through NGS is growing exponentially. There are five commercially available platforms of NGS, including the Illumina Genome Analyzer, the Roche GS-FLX 454 Genome Sequencer, the ABI SOLiD analyzer, the Helicos HeliScope, and Polonator G.007. These kinds of NGS instruments create various miscalculation rates, various read-dependent lengths, and various error files in accordance with Sanger sequencing as well as to each other. The NGS technologies have increased the velocity and the throughput capacities connected with DNA sequencing along with, subsequently, considerably decreased total sequencing fees [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . This review discusses the simple but critical points related to utilizing the successful SSH method in comparison to other techniques used to identify differentially expressed genes from different plant species. Some of the most important SSH applications in genetic plant engineering are also listed briefly in this review. Next, we focus this review on the use of NGS engineering in well-designed genomics analysis in addition to three commercial NGS technologies.
Nucleic Acid Extraction from Different Plant Species
The extraction of nucleic acids is the most essential step and starting point in molecular biology studies. Nucleotides, as a part of biomolecules, can be extracted from all biological materials including different living parts of an organism [25] . In order to achieve successful purification of nucleic acids, four steps should be followed precisely including effective cell or tissue disruption, nucleoprotein complex separation, deactivation of nucleases, and preventing contamination [26] . Any contaminants, such as protein, lipids, carbohydrates or even other nucleic acids, for instance RNA, without any trace of DNA or DNA free of RNA should be removed from the target nucleic acid [27] ; otherwise it is difficult to obtain exact results from the downstream process. The subsequent results will be affected by the both purity and the quality of the extracted nucleic acids [28] . The initial material of almost all molecular experiments, such as reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, rapid amplification of cDNA, real-time PCR, microarray analysis, and northern hybridization, is extracted RNA with high quality and integrity [29] [30] [31] [32] . The RNA molecule is very sensitive, especially to RNase activity, during and after extraction from cells. Unlike DNA, the RNA molecule appears to has a short half-life, and is unstable when extracted [33] .
Three different natural types of RNA include rRNA or ribosomal RNA, mRNA or messenger RNA, and tRNA or transfer RNA; these comprise the cell's total RNA, of which the greatest proportion (80-90 %) is rRNA and only 2.5-5 % is mRNA [27] . The omnipresent RNase enzyme found frequently in the environment, and present in all tissues, blood, the majority of bacteria and fungi, causes RNA molecule to be very unstable once extracted [27, 33] . To avoid endogenous RNase activity from intact isolated RNA, strong denaturing agents should be used [26] . RNase does not need any cofactors to act; moreover, it is a heat-stable enzyme, hence its inactivation is difficult [26] .
RNA Extraction from Plants
The quality of the extracted RNA determines the success of biological experiments to identify differentially expressed genes. Secondary metabolites [34, 35] and recalcitrant plants rich in polysaccharides [36, 37] , tannins [38] , polyquinones [29, 39] , and pigments [40] as well as rigid cell walls complicate the extraction of RNA.
The isolation high quality of RNA from fruit is so difficult because of contamination related to genomic DNA, polyphenolics, polysaccharides, and proteins, which appear in the form of insoluble complexes through interactions with nucleic acids. Through oxidative mechanisms, polyphenolics and polysaccharide components are easily degraded, leading to a decreased yield of mRNA [41] .
Different RNA extraction methods need to be improved to obtain a high yield and integrity of RNA from a variety of plant species, particularly from woody plants [29] , which possess considerable amounts of polyphenolic and polysaccharide components. In some existing protocols, the use of soluble polyvinylpyrrolidone and ethanol is suggested to isolate RNA from plants with large amounts of polyphenolics and polysaccharides [42] . Protocols for the isolation total RNA from these kinds of plants should be modified individually, because of the interfering role of polyphenolics and polysaccharides. In this regard, there are some modified protocols used to isolate high quality RNA, for example the modified guanidinium phenol chloroform method [43] , the hot borate method [44, 45] , and methods based on the use of CTAB [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Except for recently modified protocols [51] [52] [53] , some of these are time consuming and fail to provide a high-yield RNA. It has been reported that acetone is able to remove the polyphenolic components from lyophilized plant samples, if it is used to treat samples initially [54] .
Extracting RNA using manual protocols is strongly suggested by the authors of this review. In this way, the researcher is free to optimize and obtain RNA with high integrity and purity. Moreover, providing large amounts of RNA using commercial kits will be costly in some cases, like identifying differentially expressed genes. Nucleic acid samples should be free from any salt impurities before starting the downstream processes, and depending on the amount of impurities, multiple purification steps may be needed to desalt samples containing nucleic acids [55] . One of the organic solvents frequently used in nucleic acid extraction is phenol:chloroform. Although phenol is able to denature the structure of proteins quickly, it cannot restrain RNase activity completely [56] . Isoamylalcohol can solve this problem, when used in a mixture of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1). A mixture of phenol:chloroform is able to remove all cell debris, proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids through aqueous phase extraction [56, 57] .
It has been reported that phenolic components can be degraded easily; on the other hand, they can rapidly bind covalently with nucleic acids, so subsequent degradation of these phenolic substances decreases the integrity of the extracted RNA [52] . It seems that phenol:chloroform should be used in most cases of RNA extraction, especially from the leaves of plants. Hence, due to phenol-mediated inhibition and degradation of nucleic acid integrity, it is vital to perform some modifications to the specific RNA extraction method, depending on the both the plant species and plant part used. The results of one study on total RNA isolation from 695 plant species from 324 families using 18 distinct protocols showed that the concentration and integrity of extracted RNA are different depending on the plant species and plant part [58] .
Three important points are suggested to prepare plant samples for RNA extraction: (1) the mortar and pestle should be soaked in 1 % DEPC-treated water for 24 h, autoclaved, and oven dried to inhibit RNase activity, (2) plastic ware should be rinsed with 0.1 N NaOH, 1 mM EDTA, and then RNase-free water, (3) the use of a precooled (overnight at -20°C) mortar and pestle is recommended while grinding the sample to minimize sample oxidation, and (4) time plays a crucial role here, so performing this step very quickly helps to reduce the oxidation of samples [52] . Access to nucleic acids through disruption of cell walls, apart from inhibiting RNase activity, is the main purpose of this step. One of the most commonly used methods for nucleic acid extraction, namely the CTAB method, is suitable for nucleic acid purification from plants with a great deal of polysaccharides [59] .
The color of the pellet in this step indicates the quality of the extraction process; for example, if the pellet appears brown, this indicates oxidative effects during nucleic acid isolation, whereas a white sediment shows that oxidation did not happen [52] . In most references, it has been suggested to wait 15-30 min while air drying pellets, but this time differs from one sample to another. The samples must be air dried until the pellets are colorless without any odor of alcohol to obtain pure nucleic acids. A list of the latest modified methods and commercial kits used to isolate high quality RNA from different plant species is shown in Table 1 .
DNA-Free RNA Isolation
A common problem while performing RT-PCR in most molecular studies is related to the differentiation between the amplification of contaminating genomic DNA and mRNA; it is possible that that negative samples (without [189, 190] Garcinia mangostana L. Pericarp SDS [191, 192] Glycine max Roots, stems, leaves, flowers, seeds, beans RNA Prep Pure Plant Kit (TIANGEN) [193] Glycine soja Roots & leaves RNeasy plant extraction Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany).
[194]
Glycyrrhiza glabra Stolons RNX plus solution (CinnaGen, Iran) [195] Gossypium Stem, leaves & ovule CTAB-sour phenol extraction method [196, 197] Gossypium raimondii Roots CTAB-sour phenol extraction method [196, 198] Helianthus annuus L. Roots & leaves CTAB [199, 200] Hevea brasiliensis Latex C ? PCI method [201, 202] reverse transcriptase) will give a positive result, even after DNase treatment. This means that the amplification of DNA has occurred, but not through the reverse transcriptase step [60] . Most existing protocols used to isolate total RNA from plant tissues are not able to eliminate DNA contamination (gDNA) completely to below the levels detected by PCR [61] . The RNA sample used in downstream applications, such as gene expression analysis or different techniques involved in identifying differentially expressed genes, should be treated with DNase initially. This treatment is performed by adding more protein or salt to the samples, thus removing any trace DNA from the RNA. As the protein and salt reduce DNA synthesis efficiency, it is necessary to have additional purification steps [61] . After treating total extracted RNA with DNase, it is strongly suggested to perform one more step of fractioning total RNA using agarose gel electrophoresis to confirm that there is no any trace of DNA present. Based on different plant species and their cellular components, it may be required to modify the manufacturer's protocol in a particular DNase kit or repeat the protocol two or three times to be sure of removing trace DNA. In order to check the quality of DNase-treated samples, Taq DNA polymerase has been used frequently in the reverse transcriptase reaction. However, it has been shown that the Taq polymerase I itself appears to generate false-positive results from intronless genes while performing RT-PCR. To overcome this problem, incubation of samples with 0.1 mg/ml DNase at 37°C for 30 min has been suggested to minimize the false-positive results originating from Taq polymerase activity [60] .
Isolation of Messenger RNA
Messenger RNA can be isolated from total RNA after removing any residual DNA contamination using different commercial kits. In order to have enough messenger RNA, it is strongly suggested to isolate mRNA from total RNA not directly from plant tissues. Based on the manufacturer's instructions of most mRNA isolation kits, between 0.1 and 1 mg total RNA is needed to use as the starting material. It is clear that using 1 mg or a bit more total RNA will result in obtaining a higher concentration of messenger RNA, based on this that the mRNA only comprises 2.5-5 % of total RNA [27, 62] , and between 1.5 and 2 lg of mRNA is needed as the starting material for the construction of a cDNA library for SSH.
There are two more critical points from our previous experiences which should be taken into account while extracting poly(A ? ) messenger RNA using the PolyATtract Ò mRNA Isolation System (Promega, USA): (1) increase the amount of the biotinylated-oligo(dT) Probe and 209 SSC buffer to 6 and 26 ll, respectively, at the probe annealing step, which results in obtaining a higher mRNA yield and (2) use only 5 ll of RNase-free water to re-suspend the SA-PMP pellet at the mRNA elution step, otherwise the concentration of messenger RNA will be significantly decreased.
Techniques to Study Differential Gene Expression Suppression Subtractive Hybridization
Suppression subtractive hybridization is a beneficial technique to identify differentially expressed genes in cells important for growth and differentiation [63] . During subtraction, a large quantity of DNA fragments becomes equal by normalization [64, 65] , meaning that the concentration of highly and poorly abundant cDNA fragments becomes equal, although practically it is not possible to equalize all the differentially expressed genes. The amount of one specific cDNA fragment depends on factors such as the initial cDNA fragments, the subtracted proportion of cDNA concentration in the sample, and the differential expression of other genes. The success rate of SSH significantly depends on the amount of the initial material or the proportion of two samples (tester and driver) [63] . Suppression subtractive hybridization is quite useful in many cases, though samples under investigation show a few sequence differences, and subtracted libraries obtained from SSH include a great deal of background, so mirror orientation selection (MOS) should be used to diminish the high background. The rationale of MOS is that, during SSH, while PCR amplification is being done, each type of molecule existing in the background involves just one orientation corresponding to inverted terminal repeats [66] that are related to the orientation of the initial molecule. In contrast, because of effective enrichment during PCR amplification, the cDNA fragment of interest exists; hence, each particular sequence includes many progenitors and will be represented by both relative orientations of the inverted terminal repeats. The principle of SSH is that target cDNA fragments are amplified selectively, whereas non-target cDNA fragments are suppressed from amplification during SSH because the long inverted terminal repeats ligated to the 5 0 ends of single-strand cDNA fragments and suppress their amplification. The low falsepositive rate in the results and the high rate of success in elevating differentially expressed genes obtained from low abundance fragments are the main distinguishing characteristics of SSH [67] .
Suppression subtractive hybridization involves five main steps: (1) isolation of total messenger RNA (mRNA), followed by the synthesis of double-stranded cDNA fragments for both the driver and tester samples; (2) digestion of double-stranded cDNA fragments from the previous step; (3) ligation of two different tester cDNA aliquots with two different adaptors A and B provided in the kit (Fig. 1I) . Adobe Photoshop CS5 and Illustrator CS6 software were used to prepare images showing the whole process involved in SSH; (4) the first suppressive hybridization at the first hybridization step, an excess of the driver cDNA from sample (A) is added to each sample of tester cDNA (B), then both samples B are heated, denatured, and annealed, generating four different types molecule a, b, c, and d (Fig. 1II) ; and (5) the second suppressive hybridization at the second hybridization step, two hybridized samples are combined and annealed again with a fresh sample of the denatured driver. Under these conditions, only the type (a) single-strand tester cDNA remaining from normalization and subtraction processes will be able to re-associate and form type (b), (c), and new hybrids (e) (Fig. 1III ). An important feature of this newly hybrid type (e), distinguishes them from the other hybrids. This new hybrid type has two different adaptors (shown in green and red) at their 5 0 ends. These two different inverted terminal repeats (adaptors) allow for the amplification of subtracted, normalized cDNA fragments (double-stranded) using PCR and two primers (P1 and P2) provided by the kit. This pair of primers corresponds to the outer parts of the green and red adaptors, respectively, and helps to preferentially amplify cDNA fragments.
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism
Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) has been widely employed for the genetic analysis of specific biological processes and to discover different genes [68] [69] [70] [71] , but generally it is not efficient for the quantitative analysis of gene expression [72] . The cDNA-AFLP method is not dependent on sequence data; hence, it is useable for differentially expressed gene analysis and is also widely used for biological studies, especially while a lack of genomic resources still existed.
Genomic DNA is digested by use of one or more restriction enzymes, following the restriction fragments be ligated to the adaptors through their sticky ends. Then amplification carried out over a selected subset of these restriction fragments. The selection step is performed by use of two primers complementary to the sequences of the restriction sites, adaptors, and a few nucleotides of the restriction site fragments. Finally, the amplified fragments will be separated on polyacrylamide gels and visualized either via fluorescence methodologies, or autoradiography, or performing automated capillary DNA sequencing instruments.
The resulting data from AFLP are scored as presence or absence polymorphisms not as length polymorphisms [73] . Detection of different polymorphisms in various genomic regions at the same time is the main capability of the AFLP technology.
The AFLP has high reproducibility, sensitivity, and resolution at the whole genome level [74] . This technique in original form is able to amplify between 50 and 100 fragments simultaneously, without having any prior sequence information [75] . DNA polymorphisms made of small DNA fragments should be amplified to be visualized. This amplification is performed by polymerase Chain Reaction.
Specific DNA fragments are amplified via a precise priming of polymerization reaction happening at each target DNA ends. This precise priming is occurred by specific primers which are annealed to the target zone of the template DNA. These primers with 18-24 base pairs length are corresponding to the flanking regions of target DNAs. Therefore, the flanking region sequence of each target DNA should be known to design these specific primers. Fig. 1 (I This step is time consuming and needs lots of laboratory equipments [76] .
By utilizing microarray technology simultaneously, cDNA-AFLP can be used for gene discovery and also for comprehensive gene expression studies [72] . The most important limitation of DNA-AFLP methods compared to other methods is the heterogeneity observed in the final products.
Microarray Analysis
Another widely used method for identification and comprehensive functional studies of the genome is the microarray expression analysis. Microarray analysis allows for determining the relative levels of mRNA, and is a great quantity in just one set of cell population (tissue) for thousands of genes at a time, while working on a series of computational analysis techniques [77] . The purpose of this technology is to measure the levels of mRNA in a specific tissue or cell simultaneously. Thousands of ss-cDNAs of the target genes (genes of interest) are immobilized on a glass slide, a wafer of quartz or a membrane of nylon arranged in a mesh (array). The DNA microarray establishes an outstanding pattern. The main principle of microarrays is hybridization between two strands of DNA. This hybridization occurred between complementary nucleic acid sequences through forming hydrogen bonds. Lots of non-covalent bond also formed between the two DNA strands because of high number of the complementary base pairs. These non-specific bonding sequences will be removed after the washing step and strong paired strands can be reminded hybridized. Depends on hybridization conditions and washing step, a signal will be generated through bonding between fluorescently labeled target sequences and a probe sequence. The signal strength of a spot, depends to the target sample amount binding to the probes exist on that spot [78, 79] .
A DNA microarray is a collection of DNA spots attached to the solid surface. Each DNA spot contains a specific DNA sequence, known as reporter or probe. These probes can be a short section of a DNA fragment or gene, which are used for cDNA or cRNA sample hybridization under stringency conditions. The probe-target hybridizations are commonly detected by detection of fluorophore-, chemiluminescence-, or silver-labeled targets to find out the relative abundance of any nucleic acid sequences present in the target [80] .
This method has the ability to monitor the function of one particular gene, and its interaction with other genes in a comprehensive genome on a solitary chip. There are some disadvantages related to utilizing microarray techniques as well, for instance the low percentage of surviving genes either as a clone of cDNA or a sequence of DNA, the difficulty in separating distinct but related gene transcripts and the high sensitivity to hybridization which consequently requires a large amount of RNA.
Differential Display Reverse Transcription
Another technique used by researchers which helps them to determine and compare changes in gene expression at the level of mRNA among any pair of eukaryotic cell samples is differentially displayed or (DDRT-PCR). Two samples are different from each other morphologically and also genetically. Hence, scientists look for patterns of gene expression by finding the base cause of the specific or different genes affected by experimentation. The principle of this method is to use a small amount of short random primers combined with anchored primers or oligo-dT in order to amplify and detect the majority of mRNAs in a particular cell. Better results are achieved with fewer false positives through the DDRT-PCR method, as high quality DNase without any RNA template is needed; RNA always should be treated with DNase [81] . The false-positive results caused by laxity in the annealing process, isolation products of PCR with impurities, and using only desirable primers for amplification seem to be the significant restrictions of the DDRT-PCR technique, and, additional steps are needed to overcome these problems involving modifications through primer design and re-amplification [82] .
Sanger Sequencing
The DNA sequence output is performed using capillarybased implementations of the Sanger technology in a semiautomated manner [83] . Within high-throughput generation pipelines, the DNA being sequenced is actually assessed by one of two techniques: (1) with regard to shotgun de novo sequencing, at random fragmented DNA is usually cloned right into a high copy number plasmid, which is subsequently employed to transform Escherichia coli; or (2) regarding qualified resequencing, PCR amplification is actually completed using primers that flank the marked sequence. The particular output regarding both strategies is usually an amplified template, both as numerous clonal replicates of one plasmid found within isolated bacterial colonies which can be selected, or as numerous PCR amplicons existing inside an individual reaction volume. This sequencing biochemistry occurs in a reaction of cycle sequencing, comprising the denaturation of templates, primer annealing, and primer extension. The particular primers are complementary to identified sequences immediately flanking the spots of interest. Each primer extension cycle is stochastically ended by the incorporation of fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotides or ddNTPs. In the resulting blend of end-labeled expansion products, the particular label within the terminating ddNTP involving almost any presented fragment allows for nucleotide identification based on the terminal position. Sequences are determined by the electrophoretic separation of the singlestranded and end-labeled extension output at the high-resolution level on a capillary-based polymer gel. Beam of light excitation connected with fluorescent labels detects pieces in discrete lengths as they exit from the capillary, and paired with four-color detection connected to the emission spectra, supplies the readout that is displayed within a Sanger sequencing trace. The software converts these traces into different DNA sequences, while furthermore generating fault odds for each and every base-call [84] .
Sanger sequencing is dependent on the DNA polymerase synthesis of any cDNA strand in the presence of 2 0 -deoxynucleotides (dNTPs) as well as 2 0 ,3 0 -dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs). This method serves as a non-reversible activity terminator [14, 85] . The reaction of DNA synthesis will be ended randomly whenever the growing oligonucleotide sequence includes a ddNTP, leading to truncated products of diverse lengths with a suitable ddNTP at the 3 0 terminus. These products are generally segregated by size by applying gel electrophoresis (polyacrylamide) along with the terminal ddNTPs utilized to uncover the DNA chain from the template sequence. Initially, four distinct reactions were needed for every template, as each reaction comprised an alternative ddNTP terminator, i.e., ddCTP, ddATP, ddTTP, and ddGTP. However, developments using fluorescent tagging now allows for mixing four different terminators into one particular reaction by having all of them labeled with different fluorescent dyes [86] [87] [88] . Subsequent advancements have led to the use of capillary gel electrophoresis instead of the originally used lab gel electrophoresis, thus allowing for much higher energy fields to be applied to the particular separation matrix.
After several years of steady progress, the Sanger technology could provide read lengths up to *1000 bp, along with per-base raw precision of up to 99.999 % (reviewed in [21] . A natural restriction of Sanger sequencing is the dependence on in vivo amplification associated with DNA fragments that can be sequenced, which is generally achieved using bacterial hosts through cloning. The cloning phase is susceptible to the host-related biases, is usually prolonged, and is very labor intensive [89] . The Sanger method continues to be somewhat supplanted by many technologies involving NGS that supply remarkable results with expense-effective sequence throughput, even though at the cost of read lengths.
Next-Generation Sequencing Platforms
The Roche/454 FLX, Illumina/Solexa Genome Analyzer and the Applied Biosystems SOLiD Analyzer rule the marketplace among the five currently accessible platforms. The strategies utilized by each one of these available NGS platforms are discussed here.
Roche GS-FLX 454 Genome Sequencer
The Roche GS-FLX 454, known the 454 Sequencer, was introduced for the first time in 2004 as a commercial genome sequencer platform [17] . The 454 Sequencer uses sequencing-by-synthesis technology, also referred to as pyrosequencing. This sequencer circumvents the cloning prerequisite by benefiting from an extremely effective in vitro DNA amplification process known as the emulsion PCR [90, 91] . Within emulsion PCR, specific DNA sequence-carrying streptavidin beads, obtained by shearing the particular DNA along with attaching particular fragments to specific beads employing adapters, are usually taken into different emulsion droplets. This tiny droplets act as particular amplification reactors, creating *10 7 clonal duplicates of a special DNA template for each bead [17] . Subsequently, each and every DNA template-containing bead is transferred into a picotiter plate along and the clonally linked templates are examined utilizing a pyrosequencing response. Using the picotiter plate enables carrying out hundreds thousands pyrosequencing reactions in parallel, hugely improving the sequencing throughput [17] . The pyrosequencing technique is a sequencing-bysynthesis strategy which estimates the release associated with inorganic pyrophosphate through chemiluminescence [92, 93] . This technique works based on a 4-enzyme realtime monitoring by synthesis of DNA via bioluminescence (a detectable light signal) utilizing a cascade upon integration nucleotide ends. The detection system is connected to releasing pyrophosphate while introducing a nucleotide in the DNA strand. Thus, the number of released signals is linked to the number of added bases [92] .
The high intensity chemiluminescent signal is proportional to the number of pyrophosphates released and therefore, the amount of bases involved, the pyrosequencing method is at risk from glitches that result from improperly estimating the size of homopolymeric sequence stretches. Genotyping of single-nucleotide polymorphism and detection of any mutation require large screening samples of materials, so read length should be improved to expand the pyrosequencing field. The 454 platform was previously able to generate 80-120 Mb of each sequence by 200-300 bp reads during a 4-h run. The new 454 Sequencer is able to provide the greatest number of short reads at 600 bp of all the different NGS platforms, and produces 400-600 Mb sequence reads in each run. The base precision of the Roche 454 is greater than 99 %.
Illumina/Solexa Genome Analyzer
The Illumina/Solexa technique provides cloning-free DNA amplification through fixing single-stranded DNA fragments (ssDNA) to a stable surface called a single-molecule array, and uses a flow cell to performing solid-phase link amplification on single-molecule DNA sequences [94, 95] . This platform runs on the sequencing-by-synthesis method where all nucleotides are generally added into cluster fragments of oligo-primed flow cell routes together with the DNA polymerase. Bridge amplification provides cluster strands having all four different fluorescently tagged nucleotides for sequencing. Following the amplification stage, a flow cell is generated with additional 40 million clusters, wherein every single cluster consists of roughly 1000 clonal copies of an individual template molecule. The DNA templates are generally sequenced within a greatly parallel trend employing a DNA sequencing-by-synthesis method which uses reversible terminators together with easily removed fluorescent moieties and specific DNA polymerases. These terminators are usually tagged with four different colors to detect one of four bases at the provided sequence location. Although this method is superior in terms of sequencing homopolymeric extensions compared to pyrosequencing, it generates smaller sequence reads [94] , and therefore cannot fix any repeats with a short sequence. Moreover, because of the use of multiple DNA polymerases as well as reversible terminators, mistakes have been observed within sequencing data obtained by Illumina [13] . Normally, the 1G genome analyzer from Illumina is efficient at bringing in 35-bp reads and providing a minimum of 1 Gb sequences for each run 48-72 h run. Currently, the Illumina HiSeq 2000 is efficient at generating single reads connected to 2 9 100 base pairs, and produces about 200 Gbp of small sequences during each run with raw basic reliability of higher than 99.5 %.
ABI SOLiD Platform
Hugely parallel sequencing has become readily available through hybridization-ligation, using backed oligonucleotide ligation in addition to a recognition system, i.e., the SOLiD platform from utilized Biosystems. The polony sequencing strategy is the basis of the ligation chemistry employed in SOLiD [21, 96] . Structure regarding sequencing library with regard to analysis of the solid instrument starts with single-molecule amplification using an emulsion PCR just like that utilized in the 454 method. The products of the amplification step are transferred to a glass surface, where sequencing arises simply by sequential rounds involving hybridization and ligation using 16 dinucleotide mixtures tagged with four different fluorescent dyes. Using different dyes encoding the structure, every position is probed twice, and the identification regarding the nucleotide depends on the color that results from two separate ligation reactions. Importantly, the two starting encoding structures allow for detecting the difference between a sequence polymorphism and a sequencing mistake. A mistake can be recognized in single definite ligation reaction, while a polymorphism can be recognized by both. The SOLiD4 analyzer includes a read period up to 50 bp which enables it to generate mappable sequences up to 80-100 Gbp per run. The 5500 9 l solid system, known as SOLiD4hq, is able to produce more than 2.4 billion scans per run along with a basic precision of 99.94 % regarding the two-base encoding procedure. This particular instrument is exclusive since it can process a pair of slides in each run; one slide receives reagents, while the other slide is imaged. SOLiD4 supplies the finest quality data due to sequencing by the ligation tactic; nevertheless, the preparation of the DNA library prior to sequencing can be tedious and frustrating.
Comparison of Different Common Methods Involved in Gene Expression Profile
Suppression subtractive hybridization is a high efficient and effective method of extracting low abundance genes. However, it is not possible to compare more than two samples in one experiment. Comparing to this technique, Microarray needs smaller quantities of the initial samples and able to analyze more than two samples in one experiment; however, it needs some initial sequence information in advance.
Differential displayed-PCR (DD-PCR) requires relatively small quantities of the initial samples, and able to analyze more than two samples in one experiment, but it presents a high proportion of false positives. Whereas, the representational difference analysis (RDA) method presents a low proportion of false positives; although it has low effectiveness for extracting low abundance genes in an experiment.
The cDNA-amplified fragment length polymorphism (cDNA-AFLP) technique is a method of transcript profiling used to quantitatively measure variations in gene expression. Furthermore, in certain circumstances, cDNA-AFLP is able to differentiate homologous gene copies, which is an advantage over microarray [97] . However, it usually leads to heterogeneity among final products.
It is clear that each method used in profiling gene expression has its own characteristics. Some advantages and disadvantages of expression profile methods are briefly listed in Table 2 [98] .
A recently used method involved in gene expression profiling to identify different genes from different plants is shown in Table 3 .
Application of Different Techniques Involved in Gene Expression Profile
Identifying Differentially Expressed Genes at the mRNA Level
Having no earlier sequence information requirements and high-throughput gene expression analysis are the two most important features of SSH, which distinguishes it from the other methods. The SSH method has been carried out to isolate differentially expressed genes between two plant samples; subsequently the candidate genes are used to generate a cDNA library. The confirmation of the roles played by the different genes obtained from the newly constructed cDNA library is the final and vital step after SSH. This step is done depending on the different functional experiments, such as overexpression, antisense expression, and gene knockout. The SSH method has been used to identify genes differentially expressed at the mRNA level from different plant species under a wide range of biotic and abiotic stresses. Applications of SSH range from biological characteristics, such as the development and ripening of fruit [99] , flowering [100] , morphological differences with different physical function [12] , the molecular processes underlying salt and water stress tolerance development [101] [102] [103] , the molecular mechanism of plant defense against different pathogens [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] , the identification of mineral upregulated responsive genes as food bio-fortification [109] , and in improving the tolerance of plants under different chemical component stresses [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . The results of a study considering the micropylar endosperm of germinated cress seeds using a tissue-specific subtracted cDNA library revealed the role of three peroxidase SALK activities in the germination phenotype. This survey also assessed the effect of total peroxidase activity in two distinct parts, including the cress seed radical and micropylar endosperm cap [115] .
Identifying Diverse Genomic Sequences
Genomic SSH may be used to identify differentially expressed genes between two or more plant species. One of the distinct aims of performing genomic SSH in microbiological research is finding diagnostic markers based on the identified different nucleotide sequences, which are then used for DNA-based detection [116] [117] [118] . This ability of Oryza sativa SSH Genes responsive for gonad improvement and sex reversal [266] Petunia hybrid SSH Double flower transcriptome [100] Pinus pinaster SSH Water stress-induced genes [103] Populus alba 9 Populus tremula) SSH/Microarray NaCl stress-induced genes [102] Populus tremula SSH/cDNA microarray Osmotic stress-induced genes [267] Pratylenchus coffeae SSH Genes involved in interaction with Musa [108]
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Microarray Genes involved in fruit development [268] Prunus scoparia cDNA-AFLP Water-deficit resistance genes [269] Pyrus communis Microarray Genes involved in fruit development [270] Rhizophora apiculata SSH Silicon accumulation responsive gene [12] Sedum alfredii cDNA-AFLP Zinc-inducible hyperaccumulator genes [271] Simonii 9 Populus cDNA-AFLP Salt-inducible genes [272] Solanum lycopersicum cDNA-AFLP Responsive genes against bacterial wilt incidence [273] Sorghum bicolor Microarray Dry-down stress-induced genes [274] T. aestivum SSH Active urea compounds-induced genes [114] Zea mays Microarray Responsive genes related to Al tolerance [275] Mol Biotechnol (2015) 57:880-903 893 genomic SSH may be applied as a confirmation tool in plant engineering, such as in the field of quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping. In the field of plant immunology, many pathogens such as fungi are able to cause infectious disease epidemics; hence, the rapid identification of putative pathogens is necessary to remove closely related but non-pathogenic organisms. This kind of identification would be more well organized if specific PCR primers could be designed based on unique fragments in the pathogen [98] .
The cDNA-amplified fragment length polymorphism (cDNA-AFLP) technique is a comprehensive method of transcript profiling used to quantitatively measure variations in gene expression between individual phenotypes or groups of them. The cDNA-AFLP is a highly efficient mRNA fingerprinting technique for isolating genes with differential expression level under stress condition [119] . This method has been carried out to identify different genes responsive for water deficit as well as to analyze differentially expressed transcripts in rice [120, 121] , pine [122] , and perennial ryegrass [123] . Moreover, this method has been used to study differentially expressed genes in prunus species during the almond dehydration [124] , and to identify as well as to characterize differentially expressed transcripts during the apricot fruit development [125] .
Microarray analysis is able to reveal genes included in stage-specific expression patterns. Such genes more likely control the important ripening or developmental events. This technique has been carried out to evaluate gene expression through developmental stages in apple [126] [127] [128] , grape [129, 130] , kiwifruit [131] , and strawberry [132] .
DD-PCR is a technique to identify and compare any changes in gene expression profile between any pair of eukaryotic cells at the mRNA level. This technique is simple, sensitive, reliable, and systematic to identify and compare more than one pair of differentially expressed genes sample in one experiment [133] .
Applications of NGS
Recent years have seen an augmenting flurry of publications in which NGS was applied to a number of targets. For instance, NGS has been used in the field of complete genome resequencing to understand polymorphisms in addition to mutation discovery in human genomes [134, 135] . Regarding reduced representation sequencing, NGS has helped to discover large-scale polymorphisms [136] [137] [138] , and resequencing of targeted genomes has been used to detect targeted polymorphisms and mutations [135, 139] . This technique has been used to find inherited as well as obtained structural variations via paired end sequencing [140, 141] and in the discovery of commensal and infectious flora through metagenomic sequencing [142, 143] . Using transcriptome sequencing has been used to quantity gene expression as well as transcript annotation, alternative splicing, and to discover transcribed SNPs [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . Additionally, profiling of small RNA sequencing [153, 154] , genome mapping of DNA-protein interactions via chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing [155, 156] , nucleosome positioning through nuclease fragmentation following sequencing [157] , and multiplex sequencing of multiple individuals samples via molecular barcoding [150, 158, 159] have also been achieved.
The important applications of NGS are as follows: (1) resequencing of the full genome as well as further targeted discovery of polymorphisms and mutations; (2) structural rearrangement mapping including copy number differences, chromosomal inversion, and balanced translocation breakpoints; (3) it is analogous to expressed sequence tags (RNA-Seq) as well as serial analysis regarding gene expression (SAGE), in which shotgun libraries are derived from mRNA, or deep sequencing of small RNAs; individual species numbers may be utilized for quantification spanning a wide spectral level, and the sequences can also be utilized for annotation; (4) large-scale investigations of DNA methylation through bisulfite-treated DNA sequencing; and (5) genome-wide mapping regarding protein-DNA interactions. Summary of the details of all NGS technology platforms is shown in Table 4 . In upcoming years, this list of applications will undoubtedly increase, as will the complexity of the involved techniques.
Conclusion
Studies on gene function related to plant responses to different biotic and abiotic stresses, which required considerable sequencing efforts, have not been ended. Suppression subtractive hybridization is a useful tool for functional genomic research and has allowed researchers to isolate differentially expressed genes either as genomic differences or at the mRNA level within different plant species. The precision of SSH results depends on the quality of the initial material.
In recent years, NGS technology has catapulted to popularity, along with more prevalent adoption associated with various platforms that will put into action in different styles associated with greatly parallel cyclic-array sequencing. Due to numerous applications associated with NGS, this specific technology is ready to become the predominant technique in genomic engineering. Popular features expand further than the particular technological know-how, in terms of the quality as well as quantity connected with recently acquired data, in ways that call attention to the complex issues of experimental design and style, data examination, and interpretation. The extraordinary increase in interest in this field is apparent by how many groups currently use sequencing methods to perhaps supplant the new technologies reviewed here. Given the present atmosphere of flux, it is quite challenging to be able to predict even a couple of years into the future; nevertheless, we foresee that the NGS technology will become as popular, routine, and commoditized as SSH or microarray technologies have become within the past decade. In addition, analogous to SSH, it is expected that the problems associated with mastering these technologies themselves will quickly shift to the problem of exactly how to extract biologically useful or even scientifically helpful information from a very great deal of data. Moreover, the limited number of ESTs obtained after SSH is one the disadvantages compared to NGS technologies; on the other hand, the high amount of data obtained after NGS is one of the challenges of this alternative. 
